Ace Dance Academy
Indoor Safety Procedures (updated 11/18/20)
These procedures have been put in place for the health and safety of Ace dancers, families, faculty, and our greater
community. We have taken great care to follow CCHS, CDC, and WHO guidelines. Our Ace staff and parent volunteers
have been trained to utilize proper cleaning techniques, enforce social distancing, and ensure that the following
procedures are effectively implemented.
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Prior to taking class, parents and dancers are required to watch Ace’s Safety Procedures Video
Face coverings must be worn by all students and staff
Dancers must arrive to Ace fully dressed in dance wear with slip-off style flip flops/shoes
Dancers must bring personal dance shoes, water bottle, and hand sanitizer to class (Think before leaving home:
S.W.S. for shoes, water, sanitizer)
No additional backpacks/gear within the studio; parent must make prior arrangements with Ace if storage is
necessary
Contemporary dancers are required to wear ballet or jazz shoes; Magenta and Burgundy may wear socks
No bare feet at the studio
No physical contact at the studio (no handshakes, fist bumps, elbow bumps, hugs)
Social distance minimum of 6-10 feet apart must always be maintained
At check-in, temperature will be taken with a no-contact thermometer; dancers with 100.4 or higher will not be
allowed to take class
Parents should do a health screening of their child prior to coming to the studio. At check-in, dancers will answer
a health questionnaire; if any COVID symptoms are revealed, dancers will not be allowed to take class
Hand sanitizer must be used at check-in, after water break, and after class; if possible, dancers should wash
hands before and after class
Dancers must change into dance shoes immediately upon entering the facility
Each student is assigned one cubby for shoes, water, and sanitizer
After placing items in cubby, dancer should sit in assigned rectangle; students must maintain social distancing
for the duration of class
Parents are not allowed in the studio, except by appointment at the front desk
Virtual make-up classes and virtual instruction is available through Zoom
Parent viewing is not available at this time
If ill, dancers and faculty must stay home; anyone exhibiting symptoms associated with COVID-19 will be isolated
and sent home
Dancers ages 10+ will sanitize their rectangle and cubby at the completion of class; teachers will sanitize
rectangles and cubbies at the completion of classes for ages 3-9
If used, ballet barres will be sanitized at the completion of class
Fans will not be used in studios
Brand new MERV-13 air filters have been installed throughout our facility
Bathrooms and common areas will be cleaned and sanitized throughout the day; only one dancer in the
bathroom at a time
The Female Dressing Room and Drinking Fountain are closed at this time
Dancers who wish to remain in the lobby area or the outdoor area in between classes must make prior
arrangements with Ace
Parents and dancers must adhere to Check-In and Pick-Up circular pathway in parking lot
Dancers who are unable to follow social distance and no contact guidelines will not be allowed to continue with
class; no refunds will be given

